Abstract: Improving community resiliency to wildfire is a challenging problem in the face of ongoing development in fire-prone regions. Evacuation and shelter-in-place are the primary options for reducing wildfire casualties, but it can be difficult to determine which option offers the most protection in urgent scenarios. Although guidelines and policies have been proposed to inform this decision, a formal approach to evaluating protective options would help advance protective-action theory. We present an optimization model based on the premise that protecting a community can be viewed as assigning threatened households to one of three actions: evacuation, shelter-in-refuge, or shelter-in-home. While evacuation generally offers the highest level of life protection, it can place residents at greater risk when little time is available. This leads to complex trade-offs involving expected fire intensity, available time, and the quality and accessibility of in-place shelter. An application of the model is presented to illustrate a range of issues that can arise across scenarios.
In an urgent wildfire scenario, the unique geography and circumstances of each affected household can lead to difficult trade-offs, and experts frequently differ on which of the above options might offer the highest level of protection for a particular household or community. While this is not surprising given the complexity and potential consequences in this decision-making context, it is not always easy to explain why one expert recommends evacuation while another recommends shelter-in-place in the same urgent circumstances. While there are a number of situations that can lead to an urgent scenario, it is often the few remaining households in a threat area at the tail end of an evacuation that either did not receive a warning or chose not to heed one. This challenge highlights the need for a means to articulate why individuals differ in recommending one action over another. For this reason, a current challenge in advancing wildfire protective-action research is to develop formal representations that capture the key factors, parameters, and trade-offs that are inherent in this decision-making context.
The purpose of this paper is to present a framework and an associated decision model for assigning optimal protective-actions to households in an urgent wildfire scenario. The next section provides background on protective-action research followed by a section that presents an optimization model designed to capture some of the key factors and parameters associated with this problem. An application of the model is described for an example fire-prone community across a range of scenarios, and the paper concludes with a discussion of issues that arise in practice, including areas for further research.
Background
Evacuation as a protective action has been studied for decades in the context of many environmental hazards [13] [14] [15] [16] . The process of evacuation is typically studied from a behavioral perspective that involves examining factors that influence public compliance with evacuation recommendations [17] [18] [19] or from an engineering perspective that focuses on traffic flow modeling and estimating evacuation time [20] [21] [22] [23] . These two perspectives are not mutually exclusive, and recent efforts have shifted toward integrating these two perspectives by incorporating behavioral elements into transportation models to generate more realistic evacuation time estimates [24, 25] . Currently there are many active areas of evacuation research that include work on social networking and citizens as sensors [26] , the geography of warning and response [16] , contraflow freeway operations [27] , multi-objective evacuation routing [28] , and evacuation staging [29] .
Although evacuation from environmental threats has been well-studied from many perspectives, shelter-in-place has received much less attention. Research on the decision of whether to evacuate or shelter-in-place is most closely associated with chemical emergencies [30] but has since broadened to include other threats both natural [31] and intentional [32] . The leading model for describing how protection actions are selected by decision makers is the protection action decision model (PADM) developed by Lindell and Perry [33] . PADM is a conceptual model that depicts how the many factors associated with making protective decisions are causally related, but it is not prescriptive in nature. Sorensen et al. [34] presented a prescriptive conceptual model to inform whether to evacuate or shelter-in-place in a chemical emergency that addresses many of the same questions faced in the context of other hazards including the time available to carry out an action and the level of protection each action offers.
Much of the modeling work on protective actions does not include shelter-in-place as an option, and instead focuses on moving an affected population out of a threat area or emergency planning zone (EPZ). However, some studies have included in-place shelter as an option. In terms of formal, prescriptive modeling of shelter-in-place, Yamada's [35] work is a key contribution. In his work, residents of Yokosuku City, Japan are threatened, and the shortest-path-assignment and minimum-cost-flow models are used to develop plans to get people safely to their closest place of refuge. Other cases where shelter was incorporated into protective action modeling tend to focus on congregate care facilities outside the threat area rather than in-place shelter that offers direct protection from a threat [36, 37] .
The policy side of wildfire protective action is an active area of research. Australia's "Stay or Go?" policy [38] which places the decision of whether to "leave early or prepare, stay and defend (property)" inspired researchers to look at this problem from one of international policy diffusion [39, 40] . These efforts resulted in findings related to properly preparing a home for defense, along with many other foci from historical studies of cases where individuals defended homes to studies of fatalities in evacuations [41] [42] [43] . The 2009 Black Saturday Fires in Victoria led to a review of the "Stay or Go?" policy because 173 residents died, many that were actively defending a home [44] . In the United States, the most current national wildfire protection policy is "Ready, Set, Go!" (RSG) which educates citizens on how to prepare and leave in the event of a fire [45] , but there are also many cases where the focus of community outreach has been educating residents on when to shelter-in-place [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] .
Given the research on stay-or-go decisions in Australia and the noted use of shelter-in-place in North America in some events, it is important to separate shelter-in-place where the goal is improving structure survivability from shelter-in-place when evacuation is not feasible or perceived as too risky [7] . In the former case, there may be ample time to evacuate, but one or more household members has decided to stay behind to protect property, where in the latter case time constraints make shelter-in-place a better option because leaving the threat area may increase one's exposure to fire in transit. Refuge shelter is generally viewed as a passive strategy where one travels to, or remains in, a structure, clearing, or water body without the need to actively defend it. For the purposes of this paper we will not consider the case where citizens voluntarily choose to actively defend a home when options that offer greater life protection are available. The results of the above conceptual analysis leads to the creation of three protective-action categories: 1) evacuation: traveling from within the threat area to a location outside the threat area, 2) refuge shelter: traveling to or remaining in protective shelter within the threat area, and 3) in-home shelter: sheltering in and actively defending one's home when it offers more protection than the other options. We recognize that options 2 (refuge shelter) and 3 (in-home shelter) could both be viewed as forms of shelter-in-place, but there is broad agreement that leaving the threat area entirely (option 1) is referred to as evacuation, although there are different views of this process [51] . Therefore, in-home shelter will be treated as a back-up plan in the context of this paper if evacuation and refuge shelter are either not feasible or do not offer a higher level of protection.
Model Formulation
There are many benefits to formally representing a decision problem [52] . In general, a formal representation can serve as a starting point from which to improve one's understanding of a given problem at the same time that it provides a means for experts and policy-makers to better visualize a decision space. This process begins by identifying objectives, key variables, and constraints such that an initial model can be articulated that reveals one view of the problem. Formal models and problem instances also offer a window into a modeler's view of a problem, and this is one manner by which they can advance the research and associated discussion regarding social and environmental problems including disaster management [53] .
As noted in the previous section, we will rely on three categories of protective options to represent the actions that might be recommended by emergency managers in a wildfire: evacuation, shelter-in-refuge (SIR), and shelter-in-home (SIH). To visualize the full range of potential community protection plans, these recommended actions can be viewed as summing to 100% in a given scenario:
where e is the percent of the community assigned to evacuate, r is the percent assigned to SIR, and h is the percent assigned to SIH (and actively defend it). Note that this should not be confused with compliance with recommended actions-or the percent of citizens who decide to follow an official order or warning [19] . Figure 1 shows this combination as a ternary diagram where a given community protection plan can be represented as a point in this three-space. For example, the common case of recommending that all households evacuate places the point at the apex of the triangle (A). Other plans where a community is assigned one of two options would place the point along an edge, and assigning all three options would place it in the middle. For example, point B represents a plan where 90% of the households are assigned to evacuate and 10% are assigned to SIR (e.g., 2003 Cedar Fire or the 2009 Tea Fire). Point C represents a plan where evacuation was not possible (e.g., the exits are blocked), and the plan is an equal split between SIR and SIH. 
Specification
An initial goal in formulating the model is to make it as simple as possible while still capturing key aspects of the problem space. A secondary goal is to formulate a model that does not require advanced solution methods, such that it can provide guidance that is more in line with easily conveyed rules-of-thumb. While this means that some aspects of the problem space will not be represented, this formulation can serve as starting point toward the prescriptive modeling of wildfire protective decisions. A departure from past optimization models for evacuation planning is the inclusion of a decision variable that allows households to be assigned to a protective action other than evacuation. In short, rather than assume that evacuation is the preferred action, the assignment of households to different options hinges on the expected fire threat level, the available time, and the required time to execute each option for each household-with total evacuation still possible.
The model is based on a number of assumptions, which include but are not limited to:
1. The set of protective options available to each household can be defined. This might be modeled at different levels of detail from considering evacuation or refuge shelter as one option to representing each exit (or refuge location) as a separate option. 2. The time available for each household to execute each protective option can be estimated. 3. The time required for each household to execute each option can be estimated. 4. A rating system exists to rank the expected fire threat level at a given household (or location) from lowest (1) to highest (5) threat (see Table 1 ). 5. A rating system exists to rank the level of protection offered by each option available to a household from lowest (1) to highest (5) protection (see Table 1 ). 6. Household members in a threat area are together (or the assembly/gathering process is not a significant barrier to taking action), and all members are assigned the same strategy. 7. Household responses are independent (i.e., the action of one household does not affect the available option for other households or the time it takes them to execute each one). 8. Households will comply with their assignments. 
Subject to:
1. All threatened households must be assigned a protective action.
2. A household i can only be assigned option j if there is time to execute it.
3. A household must be assigned a given action or not.
The objective (2) of this model is to maximize overall community protection where (p ij − f ij ) is a measure of household i's safety under action j. Ideally this term would be positive and as large as possible for all households. If f ij is greater than p ij , then household i has a protective deficit under option j and would be vulnerable to the degree of this deficit (e.g., −3 is more vulnerable than −1). This might occur if evacuation is not feasible (e.g., insufficient time or blocked exits), high-quality refuge shelter is not easily accessed (e.g., insufficient time and/or protection), or a household is not prepared and equipped to defend a home against the expected fire threat-level. The first constraint (equation 3) states that each household must be assigned one-and-only-one protective action, a common constraint found in assignment problems [54] . The second constraint (equation 4) states that a household cannot be assigned a protective action unless there is sufficient time to execute it. The third constraint (equation 5) states that a household cannot be assigned a partial protective option (i.e., all household members must be assigned the same action).
An interesting initial step in discussing this formulation is comparing it to realistic scenarios. In a real event, the estimated fire threat level for household i under action j can be highly dynamic and difficult to predict, particularly in rapidly changing conditions (i.e., produced by erratic wind speed or direction). Action j is included in the parameter f ij because each respective action can expose household members to a different fire threat level. While the protection level offered by a given action is generally more stable than the expected fire threat level in real scenarios, it can also be dynamic and uncertain in some cases. For example, a household with a rating of 3 (moderate protection) for the SIH option might suddenly drop to a 1 (lowest protection) if a power failure removes the primary water source, the structure is compromised, or the occupants are unable to defend the structure.
The preliminary decision to exclude interactions between households is important, as assigning one household to evacuate may affect another household's evacuation time due to traffic delays. One reason to keep household interactions initially exogenous is that this is the context in which households make decisions in real scenarios. In other words, households do not know which actions other households will execute or when, and they must estimate the time required to evacuate with possible delays in mind (t ij when j is "evacuate"). For example, household 1 may decide to evacuate based on an official warning and perceived risk, but its occupants may not know what households 2..n in the community will do or the effect that other evacuating households may have on them. For this reason, representing these interactions as initially exogenous can help highlight some of the inherent challenges and potential errors in making protective decisions. There are also many urgent scenarios where household interactions are not a significant factor, such as the case where a few residents that chose not to evacuate are still in the threat area at the onset of a wildfire.
In some scenarios however, particularly cases where many households are still in the threat area at the onset of the hazard, there may be a need to consider traffic delays that result from assigning many households to evacuate. In general, this means that a household's evacuation time is a function of the number of other households that evacuate at the same time. One simple approach to including this interaction is to modify the second constraint (equation 4) such that a household's evacuation time is a function of the number of households assigned to evacuate. This can be represented as follows:
where t ij is the travel time for the household to evacuate under no traffic delay, x ij is a decision variable that is 1 if household i is assigned to evacuate or 0 otherwise, and k is a constant that represents the marginal evacuation delay for each additional household assigned to evacuate. This constraint states that the time available for household i to evacuate is a function of its estimated time to evacuate with no traffic delay for t ij (j = 1 or evacuate) plus a delay term associated with the number of other households assigned to evacuate. In this case, the total time for a household to evacuate must be less than or equal to the time available for the household to evacuate or T ij (j = 1). While this static, additive approach to representing household interaction does not approximate empirical observations regarding non-linear traffic delays in mass evacuations [55] , it represents a preliminary means for incorporating the increase in household evacuation times that results from assigning more homes to evacuate (i.e., a form of penalty).
Model Parameters
There are many issues involved in initializing the model parameters to represent a given scenario. Example questions that may arise include: (1) what is the threat area (i.e., set of threatened households), (2) which households have occupants at home, (3) how much time is available for each household to take each action, (4) how much time would each action take a household to execute, (5) what fire threat level is expected at each household when taking each action, and (6) how much protection does each option offer? While there are many other aspects that might be included, these six represent the most relevant ones in this modeling context. One of the more interesting aspects of moving to a formal approach to this problem is how the answers to these questions may help reveal and quantify differences in the perceived efficacy of different protective actions across experts (e.g., the level of protection provided by a given protection option).
Questions (1) and (2) deal with estimating the potential demand for protective actions both in terms of the threat area itself (i.e., set of threatened households), as well as those that have members that are at home at the time of the event. A complete treatment of potential protective demand would include transient populations [56] , special facilities, time-dependent populations [57] , and the mobility level of each household. The gathering process of household members within the threat area can also be a challenge when families are separated at the onset of an event, but this depends on the scenario [58, 59] . The number of household that have members at home can vary significantly across time scales from seasons (e.g., second homes) to diurnal variations. In the simplest case, all households members are at-home and together in the threat area (e.g., night time), but there are many other instances in which household members may be separated (e.g., work, school, recreation).
Question (3) addresses the critical issue of the time available for each household to take each action. Gill and Stephens [60] note that estimating this time is a research area in need of attention. In many scenarios with ample lead time, it is common for emergency managers to assume that this parameter is uniform across threatened households (e.g., we have two hours to clear the threatened community before the fire arrives). However, in urgent scenarios, and certainly for communities that span a large area, the time for households to take action before the fire adversely impacts their available options can vary significantly. While it is up to an analyst, the formulation in equation (2) (3) (4) (5) can be initialized such that all households have the same available time to carry out each action, or the time for each action can be varied geographically across households (i.e., households closer to an advancing fire can be assigned less time to act) as well as across actions (i.e., there may be less time available to evacuate than to travel to a refuge shelter). Available times can either be provided by expert input or derived from a fire-spread model [61] .
Question (4) addresses the estimation of the time required for each household to execute each available action. This topic has received a significant amount of attention in evacuation research at the aggregate level using simulation and optimization approaches, and a number of decision support systems have been developed to deal with the overall case of moving a threatened population to safety (see [62] for a recent review). Although methods have been developed for estimating mean evacuation times at the household level across scenarios using statistical simulation [22] , it is rare to estimate the time required for each household to carry out a given protective action, as evacuation areas can have hundreds of thousands of households. However, this is an important parameter in determining which options are feasible for a few remaining households when a wildfire impacts a community.
Question (5) addresses the expected characteristics of the fire and its associated threat at various locations including evacuation routes, refuge shelters, and residences. For a structure to ignite, some portion of it must be elevated to temperatures necessary for combustion. Energy can be transferred to the structure through direct contact by flame or by burning embers (fire brands). Energy can also be transferred without direct contact by the fire, through both radiation and convection. The expected fire threat level at each household, as well as for each refuge shelter and along evacuation routes, could be parameterized directly by modeling radiative energy transfer based on temperature [63] or reaction intensity [64] , or indirectly by using an index that combines multiple energy transfer factors (e.g., [65] ). However, energy transfer may not be predictable or measureable for actual wildfire circumstances. Flame length can be predicted or measured in the field, and is closely related to fire intensity [66] . Table 1 contains a hypothetical fire threat scale based on maximum predicted flame lengths. Currently-used fire danger ratings capture expected fire behavior and are also likely suitable for assigning a fire threat level. The U.S. National Fire Danger Rating System (NFDRS) produces a Burning Index (BI) that approximates maximum predicted flame lengths multiplied by a scaling factor [67] . NFDRS also provides an adjective fire danger rating (five descriptors ranging from "low" to "extreme") based on BI values that may be suitable for assigning a fire threat level. The Canadian Fire Weather Index [68] or the Australian Forest Fire Danger Index [69] could alternatively be used to set fire threat level.
Question (6) addresses the protection offered to each household by each protective option. For example, evacuation might be coded as offering the highest level of life protection (if the exit routes are clear of fuel) because it involves removing people from the threat area. In terms of in-place shelter, the protection offered by a structure will depend on the fuels within the "home ignition zone" and the materials and design of the structure [70] . Residents in fire-prone areas are encouraged to create defensible space surrounding their homes, although in dense, fire-prone communities defensible space also depends on the actions of neighbors [71] . The use of flammable building materials increases likelihood of ignition, especially where flammable roofing material (or flammable debris on the roof) can be ignited by burning embers. Windows broken by thermal expansion [72] and attic vents [73] can also result in structure ignition by allowing embers to enter the interior of the structure. The protection level provided by a household could be parameterized by rating structure materials and design, and fuels surrounding the structure. Rating systems for structure ignition characteristics have already been developed, and one prominent example is the rating system contained within the National Fire Protection Association 1,144 Standard [74] .
Solving the Model
As the formulation in equation (2-5) intentionally favors simplicity over completeness, it does not require integer-programming solution methods to generate an optimal solution. A simple greedy (i.e., take the option that most increases the objective function at each iterative step) algorithm can be used to solve the model. This approach can be stated briefly as, "For each household, identify the protective option that offers the highest level of (life) protection (relative to its expected fire threat level) that meets the time constraints." This means that each household is treated as a separate problem. For example, if evacuation is scored such that it offers the highest protection level for a household (i.e., greatest protective buffer), and there is sufficient time available for the household to leave safely, this option would be assigned.
For the more complex case where assigning a household to evacuate affects the evacuation time of other households due to possible traffic delays (equation 6), an off-the-shelf integer-programming (IP) solver can be used to identify the optimal solution. In this context, each household cannot be treated as a separate problem, and the objective is to identify a community-wide plan that maximizes overall protection. This can be viewed as a system-optimal plan where it is possible that households with relatively high-quality, easily-accessible, protective shelter may be assigned to shelter-in-place to reduce any traffic delays for other households, such that the overall protection is maximized. This solution method can be stated as, "For a given threatened community, identify the protective assignment plan that maximizes total household protection (relative to the expected fire threat for each household) that meets the time constraints." This approach to generating protective plans can result in challenging trade-offs depending on the nature of a problem instance.
Application
This section presents an application of the model to highlight its behavior across different scenarios (or problem instances), as well as its limitations and potential extensions. The primary goal is to demonstrate how the formulation in equation (2-6) can be used to advance our understanding of protective-action decisions in wildfires. In the process, we introduce rigorous definitions for commonly-used terms in wildfire protective-action planning including late evacuation and well-prepared fire shelter. Figure 2 depicts a small, hypothetical study area of 10 homes with 1 refuge shelter and 1 evacuation exit that is used in the example scenarios. This can be viewed as the only 10 homes in a very sparse community or the 10 remaining households with members at home following an evacuation of the rest of the community. Fire isochrones (lines of equal fire arrival times) are used to represent an urgent fire-spread scenario relative to a reference time.
In the simplest case, there is sufficient time to carry out the full suite of protective options. In most cases emergency managers assume uniformity across all households in terms of variables such as available time, evacuation time and expected fire threat level. While this may conceal household-level variation, its strength lies in simplifying the task of recommending protective actions to a community as a single entity (i.e., one recommendation for everyone). Table 2 depicts a scenario where there is ample time to carry out any action, and the household input variables are assumed to be uniform. Using acronyms drawn from Table 3 , the community has 30 minutes available for each of the three possible actions (AE, AR, AH) with an estimated evacuation time of 20 minutes (TE), an estimated SIR time of 10 minutes (TR), and an estimated SIH of 1 minute (TH). In this scenario, evacuation is assumed to provide the highest protection level (PE = 5 or p ij = 5 when j is evacuation), and the expected fire threat for evacuation is assumed to not be significant (FE = 1 or f ij = 1 when j is evacuation) because the exit routes are assumed to be relatively clear of fuel. This leads to a protective buffer (PE − TE or p ij − f ij ) of 4 for all households under evacuation. Note also that the fire threat level for SIH in this community is very high (FH = 4) which assumes that these structures will be exposed to high-danger fire behavior, and the protection level that the homes offer is scored below this threat level (PH = 3). In short, this is not a community that has been designed to support SIH as an option for high-intensity fires [31] . A sparsely-populated study area with 10 households, 1 refuge shelter, and 1 exit with isochrones to depict the expected arrival time of a fire front in minutes relative to a reference time (e.g., 3:00 pm). Table 2 . A uniform scenario where the inputs across all households are viewed as equal.
H# FE FR FH AE AR AH PE TE PR TR PH TH Best
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PT − AT) for best option (t ij − T ij ) 0-n min
Solving this uniform scenario yields the case where evacuation offers a protective buffer (PB) of 4, SIR offers a PB of 3, and SIH offers a PB of −1 (i.e., a protective deficit). The plan assigns every household to evacuate with a time buffer (TB) of 10 minutes (i.e., available time minus protection time for the action offering the most protection). At the bottom right corner of the table are the performance metrics for this plan. The sum across households for the protective buffer column is 40, which is the maximum that can be achieved (e.g., p ij − f ij = 4 for all households), so the plan is considered to offer 100% of the total possible protection for this community. In terms of execution time, the average time buffer (TB) is 10 minutes and the minimum time buffer for any household is also 10 minutes (e.g., T ij − t ij = 10 for all households i under j = evacuation).
While it is common to treat a threatened community as a single entity with uniform circumstances to simplify the warning process, in very urgent scenarios the unique geography of households can play a more significant role in determining the best option. Common reasons that may lead to a household's circumstances becoming urgent include: (1) a fast-moving wildfire that ignites very close to the household, (2) a delay in warning receipt or no warning at all, (3) a delayed decision in responding to a warning or environmental cue (e.g., smoke or flames), or (4) prolonged preparation time in carrying out a selected action. It is also important to note that the available time that each household has to execute each action may vary across households as well as across actions. For example, one household may have 20 minutes to travel to a refuge shelter (AR) that takes 15 minutes to reach (RT) while another may only have 10 minutes to travel to the same refuge shelter (AR) that takes 12 minutes to reach (RT). Figure 3 shows an example of how the point in time at which a household decides to take action can vary, as can the time at which the household's options are compromised by the fire. This means that the key variables used to represent the available time that a household has to carry out each option is a function of: (1) the point in time when a household first receives a warning, (2) the time it takes the household to decide whether to take action (e.g., information search and communication with others), (3) the time it takes the household to prepare to execute the action, and (4) the time at which the fire is expected to limit the household's options. In the context of this research, components 1-3 are considered to be "upstream" of our focus [75] , where a household's available time to carry out a given action is bounded on either end by the time at which a decision is made to execute the action and the time at which the action is no longer possible. Depending on a fire's direction as well as the configuration of a community's roads, the time available to evacuate may not be as long as the time to seek refuge, as the fire may compromise evacuation routes, effectively removing this option before it compromises the route to a proximal refuge shelter. This is represented in Figure 4 by the different lengths of available time for each option, in that the available time to evacuate is not as long as the time available to reach a refuge or shelter in a home. For example, household 5 in Figure 4 was the first to decide to take action, household 4 was the last to decide to take action, they will both be impacted by the fire at different times, and they each have less time available to evacuate than to shelter in a refuge or at home. Table 4 depicts a more urgent scenario where detailed variation has been introduced across the household input parameters. The fire-spread scenario in figure 3 was used to guide the estimation of the available time for households to carry out each action which ranges from 10 minutes (household 1's available time to evacuate) up to 28 minutes (household 10's available time to SIH), although there is still room for variation in the available time to execute each option based on when a household In-home shelter 6 decides to take any protective action. Variation has also been introduced in the level of protection offered by each option (PE, PR, PH) as well as the estimated time to execute each option (TE, TR, TH) across households. This scenario leads to a protective plan where most of the community is assigned to evacuate, but three households (1, 2, and 5) are assigned to travel to the refuge shelter. These assignments occur because households 1 and 2 are relatively far from the exit, and their evacuation time exceeds their available time (t ij > T ij when j is evacuation). Household 3 is in a unique situation, as its optimal assignment was to SIH because its members have access to a fire-bunker that offers a higher level of protection (PH = 5) than the refuge shelter (PR = 4). In terms of the overall performance of this assignment plan, the sum of the protective buffers (PB) across the households is 37 out of a possible 40 (or 93%), and the average time buffer (TB) across households is 11 minutes with the smallest buffer being household 6's at 5 minutes. Table 4 . An urgent scenario that incorporates detailed household-level variation in the input parameters resulting in different protective assignments.
H# FE FR FH AE AR AH PE TE PR TR PH TH
Best PL PB PT TB In general, as the available time for households to take action is reduced, the more likely it is that households with longer evacuation times will be assigned to shelter-in-place (SIR or SIH) to avoid potential exposure to the fire along an evacuation route. While this can work well when the level of protection offered by an easily-accessed fire shelter exceeds the expected fire threat-level at the shelter location, it can lead to problems when this condition is not met (e.g., f ij > p ij ). Example recent events where refuge shelter has worked well in the U.S. have typically been large community-based fire shelters (e.g., Westmont College gymnasium in the 2008 Tea Fire, Barona Casino in the 2003 Cedar Fire). To consider these special facilities (e.g., hotels, assisted living facilities, hospitals, campus buildings), an analyst can assume that the time to seek refuge shelter is not a factor when residents are ordered to stay put.
The two scenarios just presented rely on household evacuation time estimates that are exogenous to the model (i.e., an independence assumption). This approach works fine as long as the evacuation travel demand is lower than the evacuation route capacity such that no significant traffic delays occur. This is likely to occur in sparsely-populated areas where evacuees do not interact to the point of affecting one another's evacuation time. However, in the context of cases where many households are in the threat area when a fire impacts a community, this assumption is not tenable, and it is very likely that household evacuation times will be a function of the number of other households that are assigned to evacuate. The simplest approach to this problem is to adopt a conservative (longer) estimate of a given household's evacuation time to include possible traffic delays that may increase evacuation time (i.e., set a household's t ij value when j is evacuation to 30 minutes instead of 20 minutes if traffic delays are anticipated). However, in a planning context, it may be valuable to generate plans where the time for a household to evacuate is a function of the number of other households in the community that are assigned to evacuate. In other words, household evacuation times can be endogenously altered within the model, and the evacuation time (and therefore protective assignment) of one household may be affected by the protective assignments of other households (i.e., a dependence assumption). While this is a very dynamic process in practice, it can be initially treated in a simple, static manner to demonstrate its effect on household assignments.
Using equation (6) to represent the effect that assigning many households to evacuate has on household evacuation times, Table 5 shows the same input scenario as Table 4 but with a marginal delay of 1 minute (k = 1) for each additional household that is assigned to evacuate (including itself). This example is analogous to stating that the average increase in each household's evacuation time is 1 minute when another household in the community is assigned to evacuate (i.e., assigning 5 households to evacuate would add 5 minutes to the evacuation time of each of these households). This is a hypothetical example to demonstrate the effect that evacuation delays can have on protective action assignments, as no empirical studies have been done to determine how the evacuation decisions of one household affect the time for other households to evacuate. Table 5 . An urgent scenario with household variation that includes a traffic-delay component in the household evacuation times resulting in more shelter-in-place assignments.
H# FE FR FH AE AR AH PE TE PR TR PH TH Best
PL PB PT TB TD In making traffic delays endogenous, as more households are assigned to evacuate, the more household evacuation times will increase. For this reason, households with longer evacuation times without considering traffic delays will more likely be assigned to SIR or SIH (at least in the static case). This also has the effect of decreasing the average protection offered by the overall plan (i.e., a decrease in the protective buffer for some households), as the example scenarios assume that in-place shelter provides less protection than evacuation, in general. Note that in Table 5 , household 6 was assigned to SIR because household 4 has a time buffer of 0 for evacuation, and assigning household 6 to evacuate would lead to household 4 being assigned to SIR. This means that with traffic delays included, one of these households can be assigned to evacuate but not both. This also had the effect of lowering household 6's protective buffer from 4 to 3 in Table 5 , and the overall protection offered by this plan drops from 93% to 90%. In terms of overall plan performance, the average time buffer drops from 11 to 9, and the minimum time buffer is household 4's who has no time buffer at all (AE − TD = 0).
The final example considers the extreme (and rare) case where the sole evacuation exit has been blocked by the fire. Table 6 (a) shows a case where the available time to evacuate was set to 5 minutes to render this option infeasible for all households. This might occur if a fire spreads up-canyon thereby blocking the community exit at the onset. The result is a mixture of assignments to SIR and SIH with varying levels of protection ranging from −3 for household 7 (a severe protective deficit) to 4 for households 3 (e.g., a home with an underground fire bunker). The overall performance of this plan is (not surprisingly) very poor at 38% of the maximum possible protection, as households 7, 8 and 10 are unable to reach the refuge shelter in time and were assigned to SIH in structures that offer less than the required protection given the expected fire threat level. Table 6 (b) shows the effect of constructing a new refuge shelter near household 7 that offers a high protection level (PL = 4). Solving the problem instance in 6 (b) with the second community refuge shelter has the effect of assigning all but household 3 to a refuge shelter with no home having a protective deficit. The result is a plan that jumps from 38% protection to 78% protection. However, the average time-buffer drops from 12 minutes to 9 minutes because some households must now travel to a refuge shelter instead of being assigned to SIH. Figure 4 depicts the assignments shown before (a) and after (b) the addition of a new refuge shelter. 
Discussion
The proposed model for improving our understanding of protective actions (as well as generating protective plans) represents a simple and clearly articulated means for formalizing this problem. It can be viewed as a first step toward the prescriptive modeling of wildfire protective actions, as it manages to integrate many of the key factors that come to bear in this decision context including: the protective level offered by each option, the expected fire threat level for each option, the time available to execute each option, and the time required to execute each option.
One of the most significant challenges in the context of prescriptive protective-action modeling is initializing a model's parameters. While the model presented is straightforward, extensible, and relatively easy-to-solve, it relies on many assumptions, not the least of which includes perfect knowledge of the inputs. Clearly, there is room for disagreement with the parameters that were chosen in the application section. However, this can be viewed as a positive in terms of research, as the model forces an expert to quantify his/her view of the key parameters at play in a given scenario. Also, in the dynamic and uncertain context that protective decisions are routinely made, the model should not be viewed as ready for operational use, as it is unlikely that all the parameters could be gathered on-the-fly with the required accuracy to make an optimal choice. However, formalizing the problem is a step forward in understanding why protective decisions in wildfires are so complex when there are so few options available.
One interesting research area to examine in the context of a formal, prescriptive model for protective decisions is developing a rigorous typology of common errors that can lead to adverse outcomes in a real scenario. While these errors have been discussed in the context of past events, they have not been treated formally. Typical errors include:
In more detail, error 1 above refers to over-estimating the available time to execute a given protective action. This can also be viewed as underestimating fire-spread rate or incorrectly predicting its direction, but the outcome is the same-a household or community has less time to take action than estimated. This error has received the most attention in the context of evacuation because a number of fatalities in past events have been ascribed to this error [41, 42] . The term late evacuation has been used widely [9] in reference to cases where the time buffer (T ij − t ij ) is relatively small, leading to uncertainty as to whether a safe evacuation is feasible, or if an evacuee might be overcome by the effects of a fire in-transit. In a sense, much of the research and policy in Australia has been dedicated to reducing the likelihood of this error [43] . Formally, a late evacuation can be defined as:
where household i's time to carry out a protective action j (t ij ) is greater than the time available for the household to execute that action (T ij ). While this is typically viewed in the context of a last-minute decision to evacuate (e.g., j = 1 in this paper), it can also be generalized to any protective action including a late trip to seek refuge shelter or a late attempt to prepare and defend a home. This latter case has been documented in real events in the form of residents that were either overcome in-transit to a refuge site or intended to defend a home and were caught outside the structure as the fire passed. Error 2 above refers to the left side of equation 7 where a household may underestimate the time it takes to carry out a given protective action. Taken together, some fatalities in past fires may have been the result of making errors 1 and 2 in tandem. Protective-action "triggers" have become a research focus because they combine both the available time and the time to execute a given protective action into a single decision aid [76] [77] [78] . The focus of errors 3 and 4 is the perceived threat level and associated protection level offered by competing options. In this case, a household may have succeeded in sheltering-in-place in time (i.e., available time and time to execute action correctly assessed), but the refuge or home may not offer the perceived level of protection. Similarly, the shelter may in fact provide the expected level of protection, but the fire threat-level may be higher than expected at the time of impact. Thus, in a similar manner to errors 1 and 2, errors 3 and 4 may occur together where a household perceives more protection than they have at the same time that they expect a lower fire threat level. Although this situation does not have a common name in the wildfire research literature, it can be viewed as a protective deficit and formalized as follows:
where f ij is the expected fire level that household i will face under protective option j and p ij is the protection level offered to household i under option j. The term 'deficit' arises from the case that (p ij − f ij ) is negative, and the household does not have sufficient protection to withstand the adverse effects of the fire. This leads to a formal definition of a well-prepared fire shelter, or one where the p ij value for the shelter is higher than the worst-case fire threat level (f ij ) that the shelter might have to protect its occupants against. One commonality shared among the above error types is that they all involve overly optimistic assumptions. In the literature on cognitive biases the types of error above can be categorized as planning fallacies [79] . In this way, developing models such as the one presented here may help identify assumptions that are more robust or ones that are overly optimistic, such that the likelihood of errors can be reduced. Examples in this regard include over-estimating either the time available to evacuate or the protection offered by a given form of in-place shelter, or underestimating either the time required to evacuate or the expected fire threat-level.
Earlier we raised the issue of allowing (or encouraging) households to actively defend property against a wildfire. The model presented in this paper does not include the protection of property in the objective, yet research has shown that an active defense of a structure can improve its chances of survival [43] . In a number of studies it has been shown that the chance that a structure survives is improved by the presence of one or more household members who can actively defend the structure against embers as well as suppress the fire in general. The goal of including the protection of property would lead to a different objective, model, and tradeoffs than presented here. While formalizing this problem is left for further research, a model that incorporates the goal of improving structure survivability is likely to favor SIH over SIR (or evacuation) because it would lead to a higher property protection level and less household disruption. However, it is important to note that although the disruption caused by SIH is less than SIR and evacuation (and it may provide a means to protect property), it can come with higher up-front investment costs because a structure must be fortified to withstand the worst-case fire threat-level.
Finally, the model has a significant set of assumptions and does not consider many factors that may play an important role in certain scenarios including refuge shelter capacity, impediments to the family gathering process, traffic congestion dynamics (e.g., non-linear delays), the ability to recommend more than one action to a single household, warning time variation, the quality of evacuation routes, compliance with official recommendations, change in the model factors, and many others. While these can be viewed as shortcomings of the model presented here, they are also positives in the sense of providing fertile directions for further research and development in the prescriptive modeling and assessment of wildfire protective actions. At the same time, the model might also serve as a useful means for bringing community stakeholders together to discuss fire preparedness and mitigation planning.
Conclusions
This paper offers a preliminary step in formalizing the challenging problem of recommending optimal protective actions in urgent wildfire scenarios. There are many possible views on the objectives, constraints, decision variables, and parameters of such a decision support model. The broader goal of this research is to highlight that there are potential benefits in formalizing protective-action decisions and quantifying any associated parameters both in terms of improving our understanding of these decisions as well as advancing the discussion of this controversial problem. This represents a challenging yet potentially valuable new area for the decision sciences in general and spatial optimization in particular. In short, the model presented here offers a step forward in formalizing an interesting decision problem, but it should only be viewed as a theoretical starting point in a highly complex, dynamic, and uncertain research area in practice.
Protective-action decisions are challenging and the stakes are no less than life-or-death in some scenarios. The real challenge arises not as much from the number of choices but from the number of factors that enter into the decision, as well as the dynamic, uncertain nature of these factors. In general, effectively communicating the best recommended protection-actions to threatened citizens represents a significant challenge that will keep researchers and emergency managers busy for the foreseeable future.
